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DCE AutoEnhance gives you the power to enhance your Digital Images! With DCE AutoeHance you can easily retouch and
enhance your photo's and save your time to a great extent. In addition DCE lets you to choose the most popular image

enhancement effects that you can apply on your photo's as you like. It supports over 20 popular formats and it has very simple to
use interface. DCE autoEnhance Review Why you should not miss DCE AutoEnhance: 1. Image enhancing has never been so

easy and effortless as it is now! 2. It has a very friendly interface! 3. Very easy to use! 4. It helps you in choosing the most
powerful effect for your image. 5. It does not overide your image's original settings. 6. You can easily and easily create new
customized effects! 7. Let's face it - it is the best and the most powerful image enhancing software in the market! 8. It takes

very less space on your hard disk and RAM! 9. Available for Windows® XP, Windows Vista® and Windows 7! DCE
AutoEnhance Review Ease of use: DCE AutoEnhance is really a great image enhancing program. Very easy to use, intuitive

interface, very informative and easy to follow step by step wizard, responsive during work, update frequently, good collection of
tools, simple to use, very flexible and powerful. Price: The price of DCE AutoEnhance is quite affordable, and it's certainly one
of the most value for money software available in the market today. It is a recommended and a very reliable product. Would I
recommend DCE AutoEnhance? I definitely recommend you to give it a try. What are you waiting for? Download it right now

and get your creative juices flowing! Download DCE AutoEnhance free now! Key Features of DCE AutoEnhance: 1. Very
simple to use 2. Friendly and intuitive interface 3. Support over 20 popular formats 4. Very easy to use 5. Many useful tools to
make your work easier 6. Very powerful and flexible 7. Supports A-PDF and BMP images 8. Very safe to use 9. Very light on

your system resources DCE AutoEnhance Review 5.0 5.0 out of 5 By Reviewer 3 months ago
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Check out the KEYMACRO and it's features for photo editing and post-processing. KeyMacro - Full featured photo editor:
adjust photos, split the image into multiple layers, remove red eyes, crop and rotate and add text - Add Metadata, History, Color
Balance and Keywords - Adjust Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, Gamma and Black Point - Add Effect: Gaussian Blur, Color,
Sepia, Spot, Monochrome, Vintage, Mirror and Red Eye remover - Adjust the crop. You can crop a picture the same as you
remove it. - Duplicates Source Folder Structure - Export as PNG, BMP, JPEG, and TIFF KeyMacro Features: * Create your

own Profile to save your settings * Adjust photos, Split the image into multiple layers, remove red eyes, crop and rotate and add
text * Adjust Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, Gamma and Black Point * Add Effect: Gaussian Blur, Color, Sepia, Spot,

Monochrome, Vintage, Mirror and Red Eye remover * Adjust the crop. You can crop a picture the same as you remove it. *
Duplicates Source Folder Structure * Export as PNG, BMP, JPEG, and TIFF KeyMacro Demo: How to use: * Connect your

camera via USB * Launch the KeyMacro on your PC * Launch the KeyMacro on your camera Visit * www.keymacro.com It's
time to clear those dirty looking images, you need a solid Camera Cleaning Tool, that doesn't involve a lot of work, manual or
time consuming. With the S0mple Camera Cleaning Tool you get a tremendous Time Saved and Easy to use digital Camera
Cleaning Tool. The S0mple Camera Cleaning Tool allows you to easily remove dust, fingerprints, smudges, and watermarks
from your digital camera. - Remove dust and debris from the front, back, top, and bottom of your camera - Clean lenses and
viewfinders - Clean LCD screens and touchscreens - Clean buttons, switches, and dials - Clean camera ports and connection

ports - A must-have tool for those who need cleaning after travel, accidental water drops, or a long flight Learn More About the
S0mple Camera Cleaning Tool Visit www.S0mple.com 77a5ca646e
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Apply a color cast to the whole image
************************************************************************* */ class CAutoEnhance : public
CAbstractImpl > > > > > > > > > > > > > > { public: DECLARE_CLASS_DESC(CAutoEnhance, "AutoEnhance",
"AutoEnhance") DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CAutoEnhance) public: CImage& image; public: CLASSNAME(CAutoEnhance,
"AutoEnhance") STDMETHODIMP NonDelegatingQueryInterface(REFIID riid, void** ppv); STDMETHODIMP_(ULONG)
AddRef(); STDMETHODIMP_(ULONG) Release(); STDMETHODIMP CopyPixels( CImage& image, ULONG x, ULONG y,
ULONG width, ULONG height, BYTE* data ); DECLARE_PROTOTYPES(CAutoEnhance) }; /* * Description: * Apply a
color cast to the whole image * * Parameters: * In: * image - The image to be enhanced. * Out: * pbNewImage - The output
image. * dwFlags - The bit flags for the auto-enhance operation. *

What's New in the DCE AutoEnhance?

DCE AutoEnhance helps you with the time consuming job of adjusting and enhancing your daily digital images in a whole new
way. One was taken with a flash, another was taken outside with strong lights and another image may be a long exposure in
night. It is obvious that by applying standard pre-canned adjustment steps on all your images will do hardly a good job. That's
why DCE AutoEnhance uses the Exif Metadata information that your digital camera recorded into the image and process the
image accordingly to that. DCE knows if you used flash, if it was a long exposure during the night or a fast snapshot in full light.
And it adjust its process to reflect that. Features: ￭ Automatic Balance ￭ Remove Blue Cast ￭ Adjust Mid-tones ￭ Enhance
Colors ￭ Enhance Details ￭ Remove Hot Pixels ￭ De-noise the image. ￭ Portrait De-Focus Filter ￭ Resize the image ￭ Finds
the JPG quality for each image according your needs ￭ Add a text or Exif data such a date of shot taken, shutter speed, ISO etc.
into the image with great control about the colors and parameters ￭ Duplicates source folder structure for output images ￭ Color
Match Minolta DiMAGE files to sRGB Limitations: ￭ This is a 30-days evaluation version Description: DCE AutoEnhance
helps you with the time consuming job of adjusting and enhancing your daily digital images in a whole new way. One was taken
with a flash, another was taken outside with strong lights and another image may be a long exposure in night. It is obvious that
by applying standard pre-canned adjustment steps on all your images will do hardly a good job. That's why DCE AutoEnhance
uses the Exif Metadata information that your digital camera recorded into the image and process the image accordingly to that.
DCE knows if you used flash, if it was a long exposure during the night or a fast snapshot in full light. And it adjust its process
to reflect that. Features: ￭ Automatic Balance ￭ Remove Blue Cast ￭ Adjust Mid-tones ￭ Enhance Colors ￭ Enhance Details ￭
Remove Hot Pixels ￭ De-noise the image. ￭ Portrait De-Focus Filter ￭ Resize the image ￭ Finds the JPG quality for each
image according your needs &
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System Requirements:

*Operating System: OS X 10.9 and above *CPU: Intel Core i5 *Memory: 8GB RAM *Hard Drive: 300MB free space
*Memory Card: SanDisk Ultra 32GB, 64GB or 128GB *Input Device: Keyboard and mouse *Drivers: Nvidia CUDA 8.0 and
above *Input Language: English *Input Interface: Keyboard, mouse and game controller *Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7 Series
or higher and AMD Radeon R9 Series
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